Jersey Jack Pinball

SERVICE BULLETIN

DATE: 10/8/2020
GAME: Guns N’ Roses LE
SUBJECT: Spin Assembly Not LOCTITE’d
During Production.

1850 Greenleaf Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
630.830.5225

A few of the initial Guns N’ Roses LE models made it off the production line without the Spin
Assembly being LOCTITE’d. Without the LOCTITE the Spin Assembly can loosen and stop working as
intended.

Tools & Materials Required
1/4” Nut Driver

LOCTITE 425

INSTRUCTIONS
1. With the power off and the glass removed. raise the playfield so it is resting against the head.
(Pic. 1)
2. With your finger pressing down in the middle of the Spin Record (Pic 2) and using your 1/4” Nut
Driver (Pic 3) see if the screw is loose or (if the screw is tight) are you are able to loosen the screw
without much effort. If it isn’t easy to loosen the screw, your machine had LOCTITE applied at the
factory and no furter action is required.
If the screw was loose, complete the following steps.
3. Remove the screw completly, you most likely will be loosinging the shaft from the screw under
the Spin Record decal. Once the shaft is completly undone from the screw, pull the shaft out.
(Pic 4)
4. Add the LOCTITE 425 (Pic 5 & 6) to the threads, reinsert the shaft and thread the shaft back onto
the screw. Make sure you do not cross thread the shaft onto the screw, you will need to place
pressure on the screw under the record decal again with your finger. (Pic. 2)
5. Power up game and test for normal Spin Assembly function.
WARNING: ONLY LOCTITE 425 CAN BE USED.
OTHER LOCTITE PRODUCTS CAN HARM THE PLASTIC SPIN ASSEMBLY.
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